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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 SPEC:tFICATIONS 

Bus Compatibility 

Memory capacity 

PROM Programming 

PROM Programming Program 

PROMs Included with Board 

Memory Speed 

Memory Types 

Board Addressing 

Addressing Options (jumper) 

Standard Addressing 

Standard LOcation of 
Systems Mani tor PROM 

(continued on back) 

Rev. 1-1-A 1/16/19 

S-100 

RAM: 1X, included with tme board 
PROM: Sockets for 12 PROMs. 

can program 2708 or 2704 EPROMs 

Listing included in manual 
Executable version on MOOS System Diskettes 

8.4 and later. 

NONE 

RAM: 300 ns. 
PROM: User selected (450 ns. typ) 

RAM: 2114 static 
PROM: 2108 (1K each) or 2704 (1/2K each) 

Two blocks (A and B) are separately 
addressed 

Block A bas 8 PROM sockets 
Block B has 4 PROM sockets and 1X RAM 

Base address of the two .SK blocks 
Block B PROM at top or bottom of block 
Address of 1K RAM within remaining 4X 

I 
Disable unused 3X, for use by other boards 

Block A: disabled 
Block B base address: COOOH , 
Block B PROMs: COOOH - CFFFH 
Block B RAM: DCOOH - DFFfa 
Block B disabled 3X: DOOqH - DBFFH , 

COOOH ' 

• ( I~' 
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Power-on/Reset Jump 

Power-on/Reset Jump Options 
( jumper) 

Standard Power-on/Reset 
Jumpers 

MWRITE 

Wait state generation 

BUS load 

Card extractors 

Power 

1-2 
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PRESET or POC causes jump to board 

Use PRESET or POC 
Jump to first instruction of Block A or B. 
Disable phantom generation 
Disable jump to on-board memory 

poe is used 
Jump to be~innin~ of Bloak B 
Phantom and jump to on-board both enabled 

Jumper option to generate MWRITE on board 
Standard: option not enabled 

Jumper option to generate one wait state 
each time board is addressed 

Standard: option not enabled 

1 TTL load on all inputs 

Standard 

+8Vdc @ 450 mA (Typ) 
+18Vdc @ (depends on quantity of PROM) 
-18Vdc @ (depends on quantity of PROM) 

~ev. 1-1-A 7/16/79 
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1 .2 DESCRIPTJ:ON OF THE PROM RAM III BOARD 

Vector Graphic' s PROM RAM III Board is a versatile, 5-100 bus compatible, 
high density memory board combining the memory technologies of erasable 
programmable read only memories (EPROMs) and high speed random access memory 
(RAM). Of unique value, one of the PROM sockets on the board can be used to 
program a 2708 or 2704 EPROM, enabling any owner to create PROM-based 
software for use on this board or in any other microprocessor device. 1K of 
RAM is provided on the board, but no PROMs are included with purchase. The 
software which is used to program PROMs is provided as a listing in this 
manual, and is included on disk with all Vector Graphic systems shipped with 
this board. 

By combining the use of MSI decoding logic and unique addressing features, a 
wide range of applications requirements may be met by this memory board. 
The addressing flexibility is as follows. The board offers two 
independently addressable 8K blocks of memory (A and B). You use jumpers to 
specify the two separate 8K addressing spaces assigned to these blocks. 
Block A can be used for up to 8K of PROM. Block B contains 1K of on-board 
RAM' plus up to 4K of' PROM. 

For block B , . you use jumpers to specify whether the PROM is at the top or 
the bottom of the 8K allocation,. and then, within the remaining 4K, where 
the 1K of RAM is. addressed. Once this is done, there are also jumper 
options for DISABLING some· or all of the remaining 3K' of addressing space 
allocated to block B t so that other boards in the sy~tem can use those 
addresses. 

The· addressing. spaces. are· fully' utilized if 2708 1K PROM~ are used. If 2704 
1/2K PROMs are· used,. then every other 1/2K of PROM all09ation will be used, 
with 1/2K gaps between.. other features offered by the board are: jump on 
power-on or reset to on-board memory, with phantom generated to temporarily 
disable other memory boards, and 't jumper option to use', PRESET instead of 
POC to cause this jumpr jumper option for on-board generation of the 5-100 
MWRITE signal; and a jumper option to generate a one-cycle wait-state each 
time the board is addressed. 

Full buffering of all inputs and outputs is provided to l~rl:n·i.mize loading of 
I 

the system S-100 bus to at most one TTL load. On-board power regulation and 
filtering is provided- using IC· regu~ator.s .. a.nd._h.ea.~ .. sinks. f.o.r. pow.e.r 
dissipation. Careful attention to good design practice and an awareness of 
the need for flexibility has resulted in a reliable boar~ useful in a wide 
variety of systems and applications. 

Rev. 1-1-A 7/16/79 1-3 
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II. USERS GUIDE 

This Users Guide begins with a description of the amount and kind of PROM 
which can be used on this board, followed by a descr~ption of the RAM 
included with the board, then a detailed description of the various options 
you have for addressing the PROMs and the RAM. Read it before attempting to 
re-jumper the board addressing. Following this section are a description of 
each of the jumper options possible on the board, including addressing 
options, power-on/reset jump, MWRITE input, and wait state generation. The 
diagrams of jumper pads show each of the pads as it is pre-jumpered at the 
factory. The guide ends with instructions for operating the PROM 
programming software provided with the board, as well as instructions for 
writing your own if desired. The listing of the program is provided. 

2.1 PROM SELECTION AND USE 

A max~um of 12K bytes (where K = 1024) of 2708 type PROMs may be installed 
in available sockets on the board. NO PROMS ARE INCLUDED WITH PURCHASE OF 
THE BOARD ALONE. Jumpers are used to determine where the PROMs are 
addressed. 

I 

The following discussion assumes that 2708 type PROMs (having 1K of 8-bit 
bytes each) are used. If 2704 PROMs (having 1/2K bytes e~ch) are used, the 
issues are the same; the only difference is that wherever a 2704 PROM is 
used, there will be 1/2K bytes of PROM accessible by thd system, followed 
immediately by a 1/2K gap which will not contain any memory at all. 

I 

I 

The numbers 2708 and 2704 are Intel generic part numbers. Many other 
manufacturers make equivalents, with 2708 or 2704~as part of their 
proprietary· part number. All 2708 or 2704 pin for pin equivalents can be 
used on this board. 

ot ". 

2.2 RAM 

In addition to the PROM sockets, there is 1K of statib RAM on the board, 
which IS included with purchase of the board alone. J~pers are used to 
determine where this 1K of RAM is addressed. 

Rev. 1-1-A 7/16/79 r 2-1 
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2.3 BLOC:K:- A AND BLO<::X B -~ 

To begin specifying the addresses for the memory, ther~ are two separately 
addressable blocks of memory space available on the board,1 called blocks A 
and B. Jwr:pers are used to specify what the base address is for each of 
these two blocks, within a 64X total memory space. Alternately, one (or 
bot~) blOCKS can be disabled conpletely. J~~per area F is r.ormally used to 
specify the base address of (or disable) block A and jumper area E is 
nor~ally used to specify the base address of (or disable) block B. If a 
block is not disabled, then that block will occupy exactly 8X bytes of 
memory, beginning at its base address. This is true for both blocks, as 
Sh;OWD __ in Figure 1.: 

FIGURE 1 
Bt20DCH A+2DOOH 

Block B Block A 

Starting Address B: Jo----.... Starting Address A 

Note that bot-h blocks together -occupy 16K of :nemory. ' However, there are 
only 12 sockets for PRCMs, and only 1K of RAH on the board, totalling 13K. 

What happens if the processor addresses memory in the r~maining 3K portion? 
This memory space is NOT necessarily empty. A set of jJrnpers i.:; provided 
which_ i:1 ef.fect specify that the unused 3K, within the' 16K, is not on the 
PR01 R&~ III board at all, and therefore may be-used on other boards. 

It ::lust be emphasized t:"'lat except for the 3K specified a:s·'un·.lsed by jumper, 
the addresses assigned to the board for blocks A and 3 ca:1not be '.lsed by any 
other board, e'.ren if some of the PROl'l sockets are left e::loty. H':Jwever, 
renember that you may choose not to use one (or both) of ;-=he ::>ioc',s at a:l, 
by disabli:1g it co:npletely in jumper areas E and F. JJ£ you do this, t::'en 
the corresponding me.'llory space .:AN ;:,e assigned to ano~her boa:-d, and no 
space is wasted. 

2-2 i ~ev. 1-1-A 7/16/79 
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If the jumpers in area G are switched from the way the board is normally 
shipped, then the base address of block A will be controlled by jumper area 
E and the base address of block B will controlled by jumper area F, instead 
of the other way around. If this is done, then the address which is 
accessed for power-on jump will also be switched, becoming the first address 
in block A instead of the first address in block B. This is the purpose for 
using this option. (See Section 2.14) For simplicity of language, the 
Users Guide is written assuming that jumper area G is le~t as manufactured. 

2.4 BLOCK. A 

Block A refers to the 8 PROM sockets at the top of the board (labeled 0 

through 7). Insert PROMs which you want in block A into these sockets. 
Socket 0 corresponds to the 1K block beginning at the base address of block 
A. Socket 1 corresponds to the next 1K and so on, as shown in the following 
table: 

Hexadecimal Address 
Relative to Base Address ("A") 

of Block A 

A +. 1COOH 
A,+ 1800H 
A +, 1400H 
A + 1000H 
A+ COOH 
A + 800H 
A + 400H 
A 

Socket 

7 

6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
o 

Jumper area. F is, normally used to determine the base address of block A, or 
I 

to disable block A. When the board is sold, jumper area F is pre-wired to 
disable block A. No particulat base address is thus~specified until you 
install the jumpers. 

2.5 BLOCJ:: B 

Block B includes the lower four PROM sockets on the board, labeled 8 through 
I 

11. The other 4K in block B is filled with the 1K of R~ on the board, plus 
the 3K of address space which can be, at you discretion, 'returned for use by 

Rev. 1-1-A 7/16/79 2-3 
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other boards. The way you specify the address spaces wi thin biock B is as 
follows: First, you specify the base address of Block B using jumper area E 
(or you specify in area E that the block is disable~). If it is not 
disabled, then you use jumper area J to specify whether the 4K of PROM 
occupies the top or the bottom 4K .of the block. These are the only two 
choices. The board is pre-jumpered so that the PROM occupies the lower 4K. 
Then, you specify using jumper areal which 1K within the other 4K is used 
for the on-board RAM. Lastly, you specify using jumper, area H whether one 
of more of the last three 1K blocks is to be returned ·for use by other 
boards. (Normally you specify that all three of them are returned.) 

Two typical configurations of Block B are shown in figures 2 and 3. Figure 
2 is the standard - the one for which the board is pre-wired. Since in the 
pre-wired version, block B begins at COOOH, Figure 2 shows that the standard 
address for scratch-pad RAM is DCOOH, and the standard address for the 
System' s Monitor PRCM is COOOH.. Figure 3 shows the result of putting the 
PROM in the upper 4K and specifying that the RAM occupy the second 1K 
portion. 

f;; I" 

l 
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BI.OC:K SKIaEC'.r ADDRESSING o DISABLE 

Jumper areas: E & F 
DISABL DISABLE 

I ., .... 

Jumper names: A13, A13, A14, A14, A15, A15 = address lines 
BA1, BA2, BA3 = block B address pads 
BB1, BB2, BB3 = block A address pads 

NOTE:: The second letter in the block B address pads is "A", while the 
second letter- in the block A address pads is "Bn. This occurs because 
historically, the pads; were named before it was decided to manufacture the 
board with the "block swap" jumpers in area G reversed. 

Functioru Address lines A13, A14, A15 form the most significant bits of the 
address frcm the CPU.. These three bits can select any of 8 possible 8K 

blocks. of memory in a 64X memory space. See table 1. 

Options:. Table 2 tells. you what jumpers ·to connect to specify any 
particul.ar. 8K block star.t-ing .. address •. "---, .. 

2 • .7' PROM/SCRATCHPAD MEMORY INVERT 

Jumper: area: J 

J 

Functioru The pre-wired connection specifies that the lo~ order 4k bytes of 
block B consists of PROM. This jumper area is used to reverse this, putting 
the· PROM at the high end of block B •. 

Options: If the PROM is to occupy the high order addresses of this block 
I 

cut the jumper from 6 to 7 and tie 6 to 8. 

2-6 1-1-A 7/16/79 
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RAe 

2.8 RAM MEMORY ADDRESS SELEC'l' :IN BLOClC B 0 RAS 

0 RA4 

Jumper area: I 0 RAO 

1S 

--- I 
Functio~ These jumpers allow the user to selectively determine where the 
RAM addresses are to be located. With the board jumpered as manufactured, 
the 1K of RAM occupies the top-most 1K of addresses of the 4K scratchpad 
memory block. 

Opt'ions: If you wish to alter the factory supplied connections, the 
fol.lowing procedure is reccmmended: Cut the jumper from 18 to RAC. Then, 
determine the desired address for the 1K RAM from Table 3 arid connect a 
jumper as specified. The third part of Table 3 is not relevent to this 
jumper area. 

H 
2.9· D.I:SABLE 31: OF' ADDRESS; SPACE' Il!I BLOClC B 

Jumper area:: H, 

12 

* 
11 ,.-

14 13 

g 15 

17 

Functio~ These jumpers allow ,the user to selectively determine which 3 of 
4, 1K blocks of memory are returned for use by other boards. These jumpers 
are- selected in. conj unction with the RAM' memory address j ~per in area I, so 
that together, all 4K' of the' non-PROM (scratchpad) address space in block B 
are' accounted' for.. The' factory supplied connections canpiement the factory 
supplied RAM address jumper, so that the bottom 3K of the scratchpad memory 

t 
is allocated for use' by other boards. 

Options:: If' it is desired to alter the factory supplied connections, the 
following procedure is recanmended: Verify the RAM memory address selected 
previously. Then, refer to Table 3 to find the RAM ad~ess selected, and 
connect jumpers as specified in the third part of the tab~e~lr 

Rev. 1-1-A 7/16/79 
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2.1 C POV-iZR-C~J/lU:SET .:;tJMP - DESCRIPTIC::q 

A power on/reset jump ::eat\:Ie is also p::ovided on t:"is Soare. ":hen the :?OC 
or ?RES~T (your choice of which, by j~mper selection) line is low, ~he 

instru=tion storec in the first address of block A or 3 (deterr.ined by ~he 
jumper in area G, as explai~ed below) will be executed by ~he CPU, and a 
"phantom" signal will be issued by the boa.rd on bus line 67 which disables 
other systen me~ory boa.rds. 

After this initial instruction execution, the other me mo r'.:- boards will be 
re-enabled. However, i= the instruction is ~ j~~p to th~ next instruct:on 
in the same block, then control v,ill have been effec:.ive2.y trans:::ered to 
that block on the PROM/RAM III board. Therefore, the second inst=uct:on 
should be the beginning ot a system initialization routine followed by a 
systems executive. This is always the case in standard Vector Grap~ic 
computers. 

Two additional :umper areas are provided, one to disconnect the ?hancom 
signal if it is not desired, and the other to disconnect the jump to the 
on-board PROM if this is not desired. These options gi'le you Claxiwum 
control over use of the board. 

2.11 USE PRESET OR POC FOR POWER-oN/R~ JUMP 

Jumper area: o 

Function: In the factory version of the board, the ?OC $ignal is connec::ed 
to the power-on/reset jump circuitr'] on the board. Thi~ is appropriate for 
standar~ Vector Graphic computers,' because in these syst~ms, both the RESET 
switch on t~e front panel and the initial po~er-on condi~ion cause an active 
low pulse on the POC line, via circuitry on the :80 boar=. :f the CPU board 
used in YO'J.r system does not have this featu.re, the ?RES.:. T signal can be 
connect~d to the power-on/reset circuitry by changing th4 jlli~per area D. 

t H'" 
! 

Options: 70 conne ct FrtESEl' to the power-on/reset circ'~itr·ll , -
bet-"'een 27 and :::'8 ar:d tie 28 to 29. 

C\:::: d:e trace 

J 
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2. 12 PHANTOM GENlI:R.AT.Im IF POWER-oN/RESET 

Jumper area: C rn 
c 

I 
Function: When 1 and 2 are tied t0get.im, the phantom si9nal is generated 
whenever a POC or PRESET signal is received. Phantcm disables other system 
memory boards. The zao (and a080) processor chip immediately executes the 
instruction at OOOOH when the POe or PRESET signal appears on the bus, 
assuming the CPU board is so designed. With the other memory boards in the 
system disabled, the PROM/RAM III Board is free to supply the instruction 
for address OOOOH. 

Options: To disable the generation of the phantan signal, cut the jumper 
fran 1 to 2. 

" 
2'.13: JUMP'TO PROM/RAM' :II.l: BOARD IF' POWER-oN/.RESE'l" ',) 

Jumper area:, A 

A 

Function:. When the POC or PRESET si9nal is received, ;i jumper in area A 
causes. the' board to respond to the address OOOOH fran the cpu. At your 
option, you. may disable this feature·, so that the PRCM/R~ III board is NOT 
the board which responds to the address OOOOH. 

; 
Options: To cause the board NOT to respond to addressOOOOH when POC or 
PRESET is received, cut the jumper from 3 to 4 and tie 4~O 5. 

! 

I 

\ 
l' 
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2 • 14 :ar...oc:K. SWAP 

Jtmlper area: G 

G It 
25 26 

I 

Function: With the board as manufactured, jtmlper area E is used to address 
block B, and jumper area F is used to address block A. Furthermore, if the 
power-on/reset jtmlp feature is used, the jump will take place to the first 
address in block B. 

Options:- If you want to jtmlp to block A instead, cut the jumpers from 20 to 
21 and 25 to 26; t'ie 20 to 25 and 21 to 26. This change will also reverse 
the' use of area E and F, so that area:E is used to address block A, and area 
F is used to address block B. 

2.15, DISABLE' POWER-oJ!l/RESET RESPONSE 

To' disab'le' the, powe'r-on/reset: response of _ the PROM/RAM III board entirely, 
disable-both the generation of. phantom and the jump to PROM/RAM III board. 
See' Sections 2 •. 1 2 and 2 •. 13.-

10 

Jtmlper area: B \ 

0; 

'~'~i~ 

~:;/ 
O· 
9 

S' 

Function: If this board is installed in a system without I a front panel, or 
other source of MWRITE, an MWRITE signal can be generated on board both for 
use on board and for feeding back to the bus as a ful~1'buffered S-100 
signal. This is not needed in Vector Graphic systems shipped after April 9, 
1979, because the Z-80 boards in these systems now generate MWRITE • . 
Options: If the board is installed in a system without d source of ~!TE, 
add a jtmlper frem 9 to 10. 
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2.17 WAIT STME G~ION 

Jumper area: K 

K 

IiI 
I~I .' _ E-_ 

I 

Function: The PRDY signal may be j umpered to the WAIT i.rnput in order to 
create one wait state each time the board is addressed. This is necessary 
when using memory slower than about 300 ns. in a 4 MHz (Z-SO) system. PRDY 
is not connected to WAIT on the PROM/RAM III board as manufactured, because 
the Vector Graphic Z-SO board used in Vector Graphic systems generates the 
wait-state. You would want to generate the wait-state on the PROM/RAM III 
board if you are using memory faster than 300 ns. on other memory boards in 
the system, allowing you to disable the wait state that is built into the 
Vector' Graphic Z-SO board (and some other manufacturers' Z-80 boards) yet 
continue to use a wait-state for the slower memory on the PROM RAM/III 
board. 

For some Z-SO based CPU boards the WAIT output is not synchronized properly. 
If the WAIT is jumpered to the PRDY signal when such a Z-SO board is used, a 
possible oscillatory condition can arise on the PRDY and WAIT lines. 
Therefore, caution must be exercised in how this jumper is utilized. The 
Vector Graphic Z-SO board has a properly synchronized WAIT, so that with 
this Z-SO board, PRDY may be·-safely tied to .WAIT,. insur.ing .reliable_ memory _ 
operation at-_ high. speeds. 

Options: To tie- PRDY to WAIT, jumper 22 to 23. 

I 
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Ii z :;exidedmal o " Oec:;;:a! 

~ • Slock A~r.S -

if any Bx1. 5x2. ax; is tied 
to disable, that block of 
,~mory is d~sablaj. 

TABLE 3 
;';:)ORESS OF '" RA:'~ ..... 
~.:: 7li ?::S?E~T 10 -.. -, ';UHPE:::'S FO? I."::::' 

5":'"A~TI;;G AOnr:;:SS r-", iJl.M A::DRESE 

TABLE 1 
, Si< BLcex (A Jr BJ 

,US A14 AD S7ARTI:;G AD:.~ESS 

0 0 0 C,JOOH = OOOGl 

a a ! 2'JOOH " 81nJ 

0 1 a J.QOOH " 163340 
I I 

J I 1 !. iiuaOH " 2457~!J 

1 I 0 ,'. ~OQCH = 327530 1 " I , I a ~ ;'000H " 409!;JO I 
1 

I 
1 0 COOOH " 491S2!J .. 

1 1 I ::OCOH " S73!.:l[) 

TA BlE 2 
CJNIIEC7 

DESIREe 8K 3LOCK 3xl Bx2 I ad 
STA,(T;:;G AC:'RESS 

I 
,,0; to: tIJ : 

, 
I , 

:)eOOH 

1 

ill WI AIT 
zaCCH ., - m lli ,,",,,,,, 
<lOaOH ill .". _1 AIT 1- "'.'T , 
5000H ! AD ALA. I AI! 

; I 
2000H T'T A14 I Al5 .""i... 

! AOCOH' .~.13 A14 A1S 
COOOH'I t~13 A14 I ,,-ii.:-

::COOH' ,.l.13 A14 i AIS 

. t __ 

L 

j 
, 
1 JW'iPE';lS F,j:' 
\ 

i I 5:JS :::iABL':: 
-:--iE 4K 3LOC:: ,\./I 7HHI ' .. !!L':C,( ! -;, 

I 
:SOOH 1B ?.AO 

I 

tu I 
3400H . ~ :c ;(A4 I !.G< i I 
:aOOH 18 ~: AA3 , 

I :CCQH 1 - ;!,AC -... _tI "J I 

:5 to 1~ ~3 
.. 1: to I .c. t:l -~, 

I 15 to 17, :3 to :~ . to --I II! , .. , 15 t:J 17. :3 ~Q :0, .. 
to I --

I 
11 14. ! " .. :3 to :5 " 1; :0 
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2. 18 PR<:XiRAMMl:NG A PROM 

This board is accompanied by a program which allows you to program any 2704 
or 2708 type EPROM •. The listing of this program is found in Section 2.21, 
below. This same program is found on MOOS System Diskettes, version 8.4 and 
later, which accompany all Vector Graphic computers that are equipped with 
PROM/RAM III boards. The program exists on the disk as an immediately 
executable utility. The program is written in machine language and is not 
dependent on any operating system (except that it uses the' Extended Systems 
Monitor in Vector Graphic systems for console I/O.) The utility (called 
·PROM") runs beginning at address 2BOO Hex and takes up less than 1K. If 
you want to run it elsewhere, or want to revise it, reassemble it as 
described in Section 2.20. 

If you use an operating system other than MOOS, but you have the MOOS 
diskette, simply load the program under MOOS and copy it to a disk using the 
other system. To load it, just type PROM (return) followed by control-C, 
under MDOS. If you do not have the MDOS diskette, enter the program from 
the listing. Onqe it is'loaded in memory, you can execute it from any 
executive, including the Extended Systems Monitor executive. The following 
explains the use of this progr.am. If you are not using MDOS, then 
substitute the MOOS commands given here by those that are relevent to you. 

1 •. Make· sure the computer power is OFF. 
,pulling out any circuit boards. 
j ".' 

Wait at least five seconds before 

2 •. ; Unscrew and remove the cover of the computer. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

'. 
i 

Find the PROM/RAM III board. If you cannot easily reach PROM socket 11 
with your hand, pull the board out. 

Insert the PROM you wish to program in socket, 11. This is the 
right-hand socket in the second row. Make sure to insert the PROM with 
its notch pointed to the top of the board. The PROM used MUST have been 

.. erased using ultraviolet erasing techniques, unles;s it is new. The 
computer cannot simply write over any previously!used PROM, because 
programming involves turning logic~l 1's into O's, ~ut cannot go the 
other way. Erasing fills the PROM with 1's, like a new PROM. 

Return the board to a slot which allows you to reach ~ocket 11 without 
pulling the board out in the future, if possible. 

Turn computer power ON. 

I 
If the system is not in the Extended Systems ~onitor executive 

(indicated by the Monitor prompt *) then depress RESEr on the computer 
front panel. 

8. Mount the MOOS system diskette in drive 0 (the right-iland drive.) Then; 
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depress ~ on the keyboard. MOOS will take control, as indicated by the 
MOOS prompt >. 

9. Load the object code to be stored on PROM into a free area of memory. 
Alternately, you may generate the desired code by assembling or 
compiling a higher level program. 

10.- Following the MOOS prompt >, type-PROM 
';;";;"'';;'';;'''---:''""'--""'----'-

program- will take control. 
The PROM programming 

I 

11. In response' to the question "Starting from:", type the address in Hex of 
the first location you wish to program, within the block of memory 
assigned to PRCM socket 11. Then press the RETURN key. Usually this 
starting address will be- eeoo. If programming less than the entire 
PROM', it, can be any address between ecoo and CFFO. It, must be an 
addl;'e-ss ending in 0.. If not,. the machine will report "bad boundary 
addr.ess'" and, give, you. another chance. Letters must be in upper case. 
Do not tack' on- an· H or- any' other' symbol. 

CCOO is'the- starting address: of: PROM' socket 11 if the board is left in 
factory-supplied format. If you, enter an address outside the range ecoo 
to' CFFO,. the' program- will not accept it, and will report "out of range" 

. and then' give' you another' chance.. If the- addressing jumpers determining 
the- location of. socket 11 have" been modified, you must modify the 
program: to- accept other- addresses •. 

12.. In~ reponse- to: the, question·. "terminating at: ", type' the address in Hex 
of the~ Ia:s,t:, ~oca.tion you· wish: to program, within the block of memory 
assigned; to- PRCM' socket 11.- Then. press the RETURN kfay. Usually this 
te·rm.ina.t±ng- addresss wil~ be, CFFF for 2708 PROMs and eDFF for 2704 
PRCMs·.. If' programming' less than the- entire PROM, it 'can be any address 
between' ceOF' and eFFF~ It must' be an address ending in F, and must be . 
greater than the- starting address., If not ending in F, the machine will 

'report ~ad,boundary address" and then give you another chance. 

{ 
As' wi.th· the start±ng·-address,--j.r-you ente:r-an-address,-outsi-de,·the··range---"-- . __ .. _. 
eC.OF to CFFF', the progr'am wiLt not accept it, and will report "OUt of 
range" and then' give you another.' chance., Therefore, .if the addressing 
jumpers' dete-rmining the-location of socket 11 have!been modified, you 
must modify the PROM programming program to accept ot~er addresses. 

I 
- , 

Af.ter· ente·ring. the· terminat'ing 'address, the com;puter will either 
continue with the· next question, or it will report "sfecified portion of 
PROM is not erased." This message means either tfat the terminating 
address'is less than the starting address, or that th~ .,PROM is not new 
and' was not properly erased. This message is strictly a warning, 

I 

because in certain rare cases you. may want to writej over an unerased 
PR OM. After ehe mess'age',' the system 'Wi'l-l--cont'f:!que- -with,-the °n'ext .. ·· 
question. If you want to start over to correct your fistake, instead of 
continuing, then depress the ESC key. This takes the', system back to the 
Monitor. To get back to MOOS from the Monitor, depr~ss J. Then begin 
the program again at step 10, above. ; 
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'3. In 'response to the question "Source address:", type the starting address 
in memory of the material you want to store on PROM. This can be any 
address in memory. Then press the RETURN key. 

14. Slide the "programming" switch at the upper right-hand corner of the 
PRCM/RAM III board to the LEFT. 

15. Now, press the RETURN key again. This will begin programmming of the 
PRCM. The computer must pass through the range of targ~t addresses 256 
times. A message will appear on the screen showing which pass the 
machine is currently on. 

'6. When programming is complete, one of two events will take place. If the 
computer detects no errors in comparing the programmed PROM without the 
original code, then the system will return to the MOOS executive or 
whichever other executive was used to call the programming program. If 
an error is discovered however" the screen will show the first address 
within the PROM at which a verification error was found. For example, 
if you, forgot to slide the programming switch to the left, then, since 
the PROM will not have been programmed at all, the first address will be 
incorrect, so that the system will report an error at address CCOO, or 
whatever was the starting address you had specified. After reporting 
the error, the system will return to the MOOS executive, so that you can 
start over. 

',:~" , 7., When' programming is, complete', immediately slide the programming switch 
'~'" on the' PRCM/RAM III board to the RIGHT. Do not postpone this. 

1: , 

,s. Remove-the' programmed PROM'from' socket 11. Alternately, you may use the 
, i ,PROM without removing it." For, example, you may run 8: checksum of the 
,.,;" PROM' ,using the Extended, System Monitor's Q command. To do this, depress 

control=g or whichever other command your system uqes to get to the 
. Monitor executive. Then type Q CCOO CFFF. (The spaces will occur 

automatically. ) The checksum, will appear immediately'. (If PROM socket 
11 has been readdressed, then use the appropriate addr~sses.) To return 
to MOOS from the Monitor, depress ~. I 

" 
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2.19 WRXTJ:RG A PROM PROORAMMJ:NG PROGRAM 

Although the PROM/RAM III board is supplied with a program for programming 
'PROMs, this section explains the principles behind the program, for those 
wishing to write their own. The supplied program is listed in Section 2.21, 
for reference. 

I 
To program a 2708 or 2704 type EPROM, simply write the desired data to the 
locations assigned to PROM socket 11. The board hardware automatically 
interprets any writing of data to PROM . socket 11 as an intent to program it. 
You do not have to program an entire PROM. You may program any part of it, 
down to blocks as short as 16 adjacent locations. Normally, you will 
program all 1K of a 2708 or all 512 bytes of a 2704. Write to all desired 
addresses in sequence. After finishing one such cycle, repeat it, using 
exactly the same data. You must repeat this cycle 256 times. In other 
words, you must write to each address 256 times, with a substantial delay 
between each time you write to each address. This delay is produced by the 
time, taken to cycle through all, the addresses, which is su:Eficiently long if 
16 or'more' locations are programmed. 

A good, program has a comparison of the source and destination data, after 
programming. the PROM is, ccmplete •. 

rf" your- system' has' a· dynamic 'memory' board in it (such as all Vector Graphic 
systems'. shipped: since· about. March 1, 1979), then there MU~T be a delay loop 
af,ter each byte is written to the' :!?ROM, so that the pr,?cessor can refresh 
memory •. The: delay loop must execute at least 128 instructions each time it 

, is accessed. . You will find, an example of this at the top 'of the fourth page 
in the~listing in' Section 2.21.. I , 
Before' executing. a ·programming~procedurei-you·must-sli-de-the· progr2lJll1ldng---"'--- ." 
switch on'the upper right-hand corner of the board TO THE1LEFT. Then, put 
the' PROM to be programmed into socket 11, which is the Isocket furthest to 
the right in the second row. After successfully programming it, slide the 
swi tch BACK.. If you do not, you might accidently erase1 a PROM sitting in 
socket 11. 

I 
A PROM which you want to program must be either new or lnewly erased using 
the standard ultraviolet technique. I 'f'" 

I' 

i 
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2.20 RE-ASSEMBL:rNG "!'BE PROM PROGRAMMING PROGRAM 

The source code for the program is listed in section 2.Z1 below. Enter the 
program using the MOOS editor LINEEDIT. You can assemble it wherever you 
like, although BCOO is not sug~sted because M.BASIC uses the very top of 
RAM for stack. The pre-assembled version on the diskette (under the name 
"PROM") is assembled to run at 2BOO, at the beginning of the MOOS 
applications area. The program is less than lK long. 

You maymodify';PROM.S before you assemble it, by using the MOOS editor 
LlNEEDIT. One modification which may be required are the addresses in the 
last two lines of PROM.S. You will have to change these if you change the 
jumpers on the PROM/RAM III board which assign the address of the on-board 
RAM. After entering and modifying the program, SAVE it on diskette under 
the name PROM.S. (Type NAME' "PROM.S'" (return) followed by SAVE (return) 

;',whUe in LlNEEDIT • 
. ' ",' ,.'. 

To 'assemble PRCM.S, use the ZSM assembler. With a diskette having both ZSM 
and PROM.S mounted in drive 0, and with MOOS in control, type ZSM "PROM.S" 
"PROM2" "E'" (return). The assembler will ask where you want to run the 
program. Enter the address, for example 2BOOH, that you want it to run at. 
Note that' if the first character is a letter, it must be preceded by a 0 
( zero), and the address must be followed by an H. The above ZSM statement 
will cause' the program to be' assembled with only errors printed. For other 
options possible with ZSM,. see Section 4.5 of the Userls Guide to Vector 
Graphic Systems Using MOOS. 

,; 

After the assembly is complete, type TYPE "PROM2 n 18 (r~turn). This type 
will allow you to execute the program simply by typing PROM2 (return) while 
under' MOOS. I 

If you want to put the PRCM programming program on a PROM, in order to have 
a permanent PROM programming capability, first choose !the memory location 
you want to give to this PROM, say EOOO, which is avail~le on the PROM/RAM 
III board. Use this address when asked by the assemble;: where you want it 
to run at. Since there is no RAM 'at this address, you will have to load the 
assembled 'Code into a different location before you c';'n put it on a PROM. 
To do this change the type to 00 rather than 18, by typing TYPE npROM2 n 00 
(return), after the assembly is complete. This will allqw you to type LOAD 
"PROM2" 2BOO (return) after the MOOS prompt >, thus loading the code at~ 
address 2BOO, ready to be saved on a PROM. !',.,,' 
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Aodr 31 82 :3 54 ; LaceL Opcc Operand 

0000 .. ~*.;** .... *~W**** •• ******* 
COOt! .o, ., 
::l000 * ~r?m ?rogra~ming ;lrogr!m * 0000 • Vel's; on 1 • 
:lOOG ., for the j:r,:>m/Ra:!\ II! * :;000 • • 
;)000 ,. :y Lance lewis, • 
JOOO • Ve::tor Gnphi: !nc .. • 
OOCO .. 20-JUly-?9 
0000 ,. 
COOO **~* •• ********.***~w***.~* •• 
0000 • 
0000 • 
JOOO • System equates 
0000 • 
::l000 ccm INPUT iOQU OeCQ3H ;charac1:er input (CODC on pre 3.0 !IIOni~ors) 
0000 CCG8 :; OUT EQU OCG08H ;videe driller (cG9S en pre 3.0 monitors) 
0000 • 
0000 .' I)efin1'tions and Constants 
~OOO .' OuGO C:::QO = PROM EQU eeeaOH ;prom address 
JOOO C-DFf = SUNK EOU OFF:; i erased by~ e of :rom 
0000 OOuA = CRlF EOU OCGAH icardacoe r'!turn iinet~~d 
GOOO OOCA = LF EOU OAIi ; l inefeed 
0000 0000 = CIl tGU CO~ ;carr~age r'!turn 
::;000 GOoD ,. MSc EGU aOH ;most s;gn;;';cant bit 
aooo • 

, :000 2S00 :: ORIG REO, 'Pr:lgram to run at? I 
~ 

0000 ORG OR Hi ;assemble hert! 
2900 *, 
2S00 * Here 'ole go 

" 2S00 *- I 

2200 :; PUSH H ;save Hl 
2501 ); ?USH 0 ; salle DE 
2502 c5 ?USH a ; saev ae 
2803 ;5 PUSH PSW ; save AF 
2904 21 00 GO LXI H,O 
2907 39 DAD SP ;HL=S? 
2808 :'2 03 ,~ SHlO ST,l,CK ;store it -"-
2s0a 31 OC ·)0 LXI SP,OOOOCh ; reset stac~ poi:", t e r 
ZSOE ... 
ZSOE :0 43 20 CALL PRI:-IT ; sene .1It!ssa;e 
<:.511 20 OA 00 eRLr 
2913 20 20 20 2Q DT • , Vee tor Graphic' 
2.917 :ZO 20 56 65 
2.216 :3 71. SF 72 
Z31F ,G 47 72 61 
2923 ?(j 68 ~9 63 
2327 ~O GA 00 CIlL~ ;;Jrint CRLF 
2529 ~a 20 50 n OT ?rom ?rogra:;lming S)''StE:!:1' 

H'·"''' iS2D :F 60 20 50 
Z.s31 ,2 6f :'7 72 
:335 :1 60 :'0 69 
2;:;39 :E 67 ::0 53 
,530 -9 73 74 65 
::S41 :0 . ' 
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~ddr :1 82 33 84 - L_eel Opeo Operand 

2842 !JO OA DO CRLi' 
2944 ,. 
2844 'JA DB LF idolln a line 
2845 20 20 50 72 OT f'rogram pre::!' 
2549 6F 67 72 61 
2840 60 20 70 7~ 
2551 :;;: 60 
2853 GO SA DO CRt i'+MSS iend ·';)1 ;lIes sage 
!955 ,. 
"aSS :0 43 20 Si:'iHAORS CAll PR!~T ; sene ::lessa-;e 
2658 20 20 53 7L OTH Harting fr~m ,I 

225C ~1 72 74 69 
286u ::c 67 20 66 
2964 72 6F ;'0 20 
2268 :A 
2869 CO 4f 20 CAll AOi<S iget start address 
286C ~A 55 28 JC SnRTAORS ;i1 invalid try ;gain 
,,56F :0 43 20 CALL PRINT 
2Sn. ;:)0 8A DO CRLF+MSa ; print CRLF 
2874 CD 24 20 CALL RANGERR ;eheek for ~rror 

28n :lA 55 2B JC STARTAORS itry again if ~rror 
2S7A CO 96 20 CALI.. PIOO ;c:heek boundery 
2570 OA 55 26 JC STARTAORS ino good 
2e80 ~S XCHG ; OE"s:art acrs 
28&1 ... 
2981 CD 43 20 ENOAORS CALL PR::-n ; sene message 
2584 20 20 54 65 OTH ierlllinating at: 1 

2eS8 n. 60 69 6E 
2E8C 61 74 69 6E 
;;690 67 20 ~1 74 
2994 :iA 
2895 (0 4f 20· CALL AORS iset ~nd addrns 
2.598 :lA 81 2e JC ENO~ORS ;11 invalh: try again 
2e98 CD 43 20 CALL PR!~IT 
299E 00 SA 00 CRtF+I'ISa ;earrii!lglt rHurn til"let",ed 
2SAO ':0 24 2!l CAI..L RANGERR ;cheek tor range !rror ' 
~2A3 )A 31 22 JC ENOAORS again it 

, 
;try error 

2SA6 23 INX H ; C:OlIICensat e 
2EA7 Ci) 96 20 CALL 1'100 i eh~c k bouneery 
28AA DA 81 28 JC ENOAORS ;no gcod 
2BAO 44 PIOV 8,;; ;save end addrl!SS 
2eAf 'i) PIOV C,to 
2BAF 

; in register pair ac 
2SAF ,';2 ['IOV H,!) isave star~ addr!Ss 
2BBQ :,8 MOV L,:: i in r!~;s'i:~r ;lair HL 
;:5B1 ~A TFFS LOAX i) iSl!t ::ytl! from proCi 
~s82 '<: FF CPI 8UNK ;is ~ : clear 
,EB4 :2 97 20 JNZ BACPROM ;prir~ "bac ::;romtt 

c.se7 :3 INX 0 ; cnee ~ nex: loeat; on 
2538 :0 F6 2C CALI. T"'·- ;end ;f are3 -~, 

2SB6 ~2 81 29 JNZ Ti'::5 i:ncre to c::r.te 
253:' ~5 RE$'ORS, XCHG ; ies': :re re~isters 
Ze8F ,. 
2SBF :0 43 20 SOL'il.CEAO?S CAL!. PRINT 
29C2 20 20 S3 eF OTH Scurc! add:-'!ss: I 

• ~ , .... , I 

2eCl: 75 n 63 l:S 

'. , 

1 

-~ 
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PROM;":U\.M III 3oard. US'i:!rs ~!anu.al 

~ddr ::1 52 93 84 E Lacel Opec Ot:-.rand 

ZSCA 20 61 64 64 
2ECE 72 65 T3 73 
2502 :;A 
2803 co 41" 20 CALL AORS ;get source addr~ss 
2S06 !lA SF 28 JC SOURCEAORS ;;f net valid try again 
2909 ,. I 

2909 ::0 43 20 CALL PRINT ; send ::Iessa .. e 
ZBOC ;:)0 OA DO C~Li' 
220E ,. 
2eOE 1)0 OA 00 LF ;format out;:ut 
2BEO 20 2Q 54 7S DT Turn en the progrumtin; enable switch' 
2BE4 72 6E 20 61" 
2SE8 :if 20 74 65 
29EC 65 20 70 72 
281"0 Or 67 72 61 
291"4 60 60 69 6E 
2BFa 67 20 6S 6f 
28FC 61 62 6C 65 
2COO 20 7'3 n 69 
2C04 71. 63 68 
2C07 Co OA 00 CRLF 
2C09 ZO 2Q loa 69 OTH i1it return to continue?' 
2COO 74 20.72 65 
2C11 74 75 7Z 6f 
2C15 ::'0 74 6F 20 
2C19 63 61" 6t: 74 
2(10 69 6E 75 65 
2C21 cF 
2C22, ". 
2e22 .:;> 03 CO STIH CALL INP'JT ; check keyboard 
2C25 CA 22 2e JZ STAT ;:"10 character 
2C28 c" 00 CPI CR ;is it a return 
2C2A C2 22 2C JNZ STAT ;no try again 
2C20 ,. 
ZC20 COl 43 20 CAU. PRINT 
2C;!0 (;0 0 ... 00 CRLf 
2C32 0," 08 LF 
~C33 ZO 20 50 72 
1c37 61' 67 72 61 

DT • Programming in progress' 

::.-~-""",,:, 2C38, 60 60 69 6f 
2C3F 67 20 69 6f 
"43 2Q 70 72 6f 
2C47' 67 72 65 73 
zc:.a 73 
~C4C GO ilA 00 CRLF 
,C4E SA OS LF+MSS ; stoP sending \liit:, li~ete!!d 
~C~f " 2C4;: ;!.!' XRA A ; zero 
2e50 ::2 02 2:: STA PASS ; pass count!r 
Z~53 * 
2C53 :.5 SAVE. ?IJSH H ; lave, soure! ac:idr~ss 
~C54 ~5 ?USH D ; save it 
ZCS5 * 

sourcel 2e55 LOO? :~OV A,.~ from 
...... ,' . - ;;et byte 

2C56 :2 STAX 0 ; ~ro9r ~m i': :0 oes t ; nat ion 
ZCS7 * 

, ' 

r 

i 
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Ae:::1' 81 52 83 34 E :...abel Occd Operand 

2C57 3E 64 I'!'II ,~, 100 :delay for dynami c ':'lemory 
2C5v 30 ~ELAY OCR A ;time up 
2(SA e2 59 2c .Wl. vELAY ; keep stal ting 
2e50 '" 2e50 23 r:~x H 
2eSE 13 UIX 0 ; aevance ",oint ers 
2C5F eo "6 2C C:"LL TEST iend of block 
2e62 C2 55 2C JNZ LOOP ;1'10 keep ;oing 
2,:5 
2C65 21 'J2 2E LXI 'i,PASS ;point t::l p.us count et" 
2Cca 34 INR i1 ;256 passes 
2C69 F5 PUSH PSW iscve Z flag 
2Ce}, e5 i"JSH a ;save end pointer 
2e68 .. 
2C68 CO 43 20 e,'lLl., PRINT ;send mus"ge 
2C6E 00 08 eil 
2C6F 2Q 20 50 61 OTH Pass I 

2e73 73 T3 AO 
2C76 7E /'lOy ,'I,M ;r;et pass number 
2e77 OE 00 MYI C,O ;cl1ar nueber of digits 
2C79 06 i'F LOIY MYl 8,-1 ;compensate tel' incr!lment 
2e73 04 i)lV INiI 3 ;increment QUotient 
2C;"C 06 '::A SUI 10' ;subtract 10 fro. oividend 
2C7e 02 76 2c JNC ~IY ican more be subtracted 
2eS1 C6 3A AO'I 10+'0' ;adjust remainoer 0 to 9 ,~Se!I 
2C03 F5 PUSH PSW, ;add to list of M!!lIi ; nders 
2CS4·QC INR C ;one more digit 
2CllS 78 HOV A,S. ;prepare for next d''1ision 
2CEo 87 ORA A ;was C1\.Ioti ent tero 
2e57 C2 79 2C JNl. LOIV ;more' to cOllie 
2CSA F1 LOUr pcp' PSW ;get a r!!maino!!r 
2CSa CD ~8 CO CALl. OUT ;print' it 
2CSE 00 OCR e ;out of digits I 

2CEt' C2 SA 2C JIll. LOUT ;no then !(,eep print~ng: 
2C~2 
2e92 C1 POP S ;restor~, end 
2c,3 F1 POP ?SW· :restore Z flag 
2C~4, 01 POP ;) ;restor~ start Iddre'SS t 
2e95 £1 POP H ;rutor~ ilL 
2C96 e2 53 2C JNZ SAVE ;mor~'pass~s to come 
2C~9 
2C<;9 1A 'JERlFY LOAX \) ;gl!! byt!! from prom 
2C9~ se e~p M ;is it the same 
'2C9,: e2 ;:C 2C JNZ ';ERIFYERR ;print error 
2C'E 23 INX H 
2C'i.lF 13 INX 0 ;aovanc~ poin'teol"'s 
2c;.0 co "6 2C CALL, ,EST ;eno of '::~ock 
2eA3 C2 ;9 2C JNZ . 'I;;RIFY . ; st 1 L l me:"!' tb cest 
2C,l.6 • 
2C;'~ CD .. 3 20 CALl. P!UNT' 
2eA;I 00 OS Cil 
2eAA 20 ::~ I.E ~F DT No errors detecad' 

'H"'#!\' 2eAc 20 ~, 72 72 
2tS2 6F 72 73 ~O 
2eE~ 64 ::~ 74 ::5 
2tE~ 63 7:. 65 ~4 
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Accr 61 52 93 a4 E ~abeL 

lcaE 00 iiA 
2CCO 
2CCO CO 43 2D :HO 
lCe) 20 20 54 75 
2e:7 72 ~E 20 6F 
2eea 66 66 20 74 
2eCF 68 65 20 70 
2C~3 n of 67 72 
2C=>7 61 6D 60 69 
2C~9 6E tJ7 20 65 
20F. 6E tJ1 62 6C 
2CEJ 65 :2.0 73 n 
2CE7 69 74 63 68 
2CEa 00 SA 
2CEO * 
2C::0 2A 03 2E 
2CFO F<i 
2CF1 F1 
2C;:2 C1 
20"3 01 
2e F4 Ei 
lCFS e<i 
2eF6 * 
2e:6 78 TEST 
2eF7 SA 
20"8 co 
2eF9 79 
2ei'A BS 
zeFo ·C9 
2eFe * 
2ei'C CO' 43 20 VERIFYERR 
2e F F 00 
20CO 3F 20 76 65 
2004 n. 69 66 69 
2008 63 61 74 09 
20GC 6F 6E 20 65 
2!:110 72 72 6F n. 
20i4 20 61 74 AD 
2018 E9 
2019 CD E8 20 
2e1C CD 43 20 
2D1F 00 oA 
21>21 C3 CO 2C 
2e24 • 
2e24 7e ~ANG£rtR 
2025 ;:E CC 
2!:127 OA 2! 2~ 
2e2A FE oC 
2C2C 3F 
2!:120 DC 
20~E CO ~3 20 ~ANGE~ES 
2031 3f 20 6F 7~ 
2c3S H 20 6f 66 
2~39 20 72 61 oE 
2t.3D 67 65 
2;3F 00 ~A 
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Occd Operand 

00 

CALl. 
or 

DO 

LHLO. 
S?HL 
POP 
POP 
POP 
POP 
RET 

MOV 
C:-1P 
RNZ 
MOV 
C~IP 
RET 

CALl. 
DEl 
OTH 

XCHG 
CALL 
CALL 
DO 
JMP 

~OV 

C?I 

C?I 
C.'~C 
_NC 
C':LL 
Di 

co 

CRLF+MSS 

PRINT 
• Turn off the ~rogrammin9 enable swi~ch' 

I 

CRLF+,.,SS 

STACK 

PSW 
9 
o 
H 

A,S 
o 

A,e 
i 

PRINT 
CR 

; ret ri eve SP 
imcve' it back 
;restore registers 

; get end byte 
;same as start 
ino then return 

;lvw half same 
ireturn '~ith Z flag ._-

'1 verification ~rror at ' 

!-lEX 
PRINT 
Cl!LF+MS9 
END 

A,H 
PRO 1'1 I 256 
~ANG'E~ES 
?R0I1/ZS6+4 

PRINT 

CRLF+~sa 

;print hex ao~ress 

;~et high addr!ss 
i vali d 30dres s 
ino print message 
;n ti d address 
iccl1lpensate 
;return .ith • in cuesticr. 

I 

i 
\ 
,; 

i 
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FR.OM/.:tAM III 3oar:!. Usars :"!anu.:.l 

Aoer 31 e2 :33 e4 E Lace L Opec Operand 

2041 37 STC ;5et '!rror flag 
,,'/. 

2042 .:9 RET 
2043 * 2043 :3 PRl:-'T XTHL isave HL <;et SP 
2044 '5 LPR!HT MOV A".., ;get :harac:er 
2045 -:') 08 ::0 CALL CU, ;pr;n! it 
2048 23 INX H iadvance pcinter 
2049 ;7 ORA A ;is ~$a set 
Z!)4A .=2 44 20 JP LPIlINT ;keep send~ng 
2040 :3 XTHL ;rest:r-e HL and ildjusad S? 
204£ ~9 RET 
204F * 
204F 21 GO 00 AORS LXI H,O ;zero vatue 
2052 ": I> 03 CO LAD~S CALL INPUT : \let charlc:!r 
2055 CA 52 20 JZ LAORS ;is it there 
2058 :0 08 CO CAll OUT ;print it 
205S FE 00 CPI CR :was it I r"'!tlJrn 
2050 C8 RZ ;thats it 
205E 06 30 SUI '0' ;reduce to hex 
206Q ~A 78 20 JC INVAl ; inva lid ent ry 
2063 :-;: QA CPI 10 :alp"a char.cter 
2065 )1. 72 20 JC SAS 
2068 :)6 07 SUI 7 :atpha bi IS 
21>6A 'II 75 20 JC INVAl ;bad :nlrlc':'er 
,1>60 F!. 10 CPI 16 :nuJllber au,: of :-ange 
20M )2 7iS 20 JNC INV,l,l 
2072 29 SAS DAD H ;muttiply aadress by ~6 
2073 Z, OAD H 
2D74 29 !lAD H 
2075 29 DAD H 
2D76 35 ADD l ;comb~ne new vaL.:. 
2077 6F /'IOV L,A 
2078 C3 52 2D JMP LADRS :kee!) going ., 
2078 ;. 

,1 

207a CO 43 20 I"VAL CALL PRVlT 
207E ;;0 01. 00 CRLF 
2080 ';r 20 69 6E OT '1 invalid rts;:>onse' 
~~84 70' 61 ~C 69 
20158 64 20 72 65 
208C 73 70 6F 6E 
ZD9Q 73 65 
2092 Jo 8A 00 CRl:"+/'ISS 
2094 37 STC ; set ~rrar flag 
2095 :9 RET 
2096 ;. 

~!l96 "0 MOD MOV A,!.. ;l;tt Low by:! 
2097 ~: OF ANI OFH ;iDa!-K 'ow ~<bble 
2099 :5 iU ;"if Z!ro f ; r:e 
209A :) 43 !O CALL PRI:H 
Z!l90 .' 20 62 61 ilT '1 ::ad bcundery addrns' 
,DA1 64 2(; ,- 6F ".4 
ZOAS 1S 6E ::4 65 
2!)A9 '2 79 !O 61 'H'ifll 

ZOAO :4 64 72 65 
2:>81 :"3 73 
2083 :0 8A 00 CRL':+MS6 

• I 
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Accir 61 el 63 94 E ~abeL \)ped Oper3nd 

;: DaS 37 He ;set error Hag 
2CB6 e9 nfT 
ZDB7 ... 
2087 co 43 20 BADPROM CALL PRINT 

~rued' 2:'SA 3. 20 73 70 !>T " seeci fi ed port ion of pr'Jm is not 
,)9E 0: 63 6~ 66 ~.' ",;"." 

Z;\(2 69 65 64 20 
,:>C6 70 6F 72 74 
2()CA 69 6F 6E 20 
ZOCE 6r 66 20 70 
2::>02 72 61' 6i) 20 
2::>06 69 73 20 6E 
200.\ or: 74 2Q 65 
Z!:O£ 72 61 73 65 
2;)£2 64 
200 Oil SA 00 eRLF+MSB 
20ES e3 BE 29 JMP' RESTORE ;continue and restore registerll 
2DEB * .' 
2:lEB 7C HEX :-IOV A,H ; of i rst the high byte 
20E9 C!l eo 2!l C.ALL BYTE ;print hex l)yte 
ZPEe 70 MOV A,~ ;now the lo,", byte 
ZDED * 2CEO CC Fa 20 BYTE CALL Nle6~E, ij:lrint nibble 
ZOFO '* 

r- 2o.FO,OF)?: Nlee~£. RRC ;slIap·nibbles 
:' 2tn Or: .' l<RC 

20F20F RRC 
2::>F3 OF RRC' 
2tF4. FS PUSH ?SW :save' A 
20F5 E5 OF ANI. OFH ;mask high nibble 
2DF7 e6 90 AD! 90H :super short-cut , 
2i);'9 27 OAA· ;,,:~choicue fer eonve rtin9 
2!>FA CE: 40 ACI 40H :::inary to ASCII f 

2~FC 
-..,. DAA ; aLa NS " 2~FO (;) OB CO CALL OUT ;j:lrint it 

2~OO F1 POP PSW ;restore A 
2E01 C9 RET 
ZE02 .... 
2::02 PASS OS 
2S03 STACK OS 

I 
, . 
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III. THEORY OF OPERATION 

3.1 ADDRESSING 

Address input lines AO to'A9' are' buffered in line receivers U13 and U14. 
The outputs of U13 and U14 are then connected to both the PROM and RAM 
memory address pins. Address input lines A10 to A15 are buffered in U12 
before use on the board. Lines A10 to A12 are inverted by the buffers 
and used as inputs to decoders U8 and U9. These three lines enable one 
of eight outputs on U8 or U9, depending on which decoder is enabled. 
Note that since' A10 to A12, are inverted, the decoding sequence is 
reversed.> When A 10 to A 12, are· al,l "0 "', the number 7 output of the 
enabled decoder, is selected., Each of the eight outputs from each 
decoder- is. used to enable' a' specific 2708 PROM or the 1K block of 
on-board RAM, or one, of the' three 1 K segments which are not used on this 
board., 

Address input' lines; A13: to A1S are used to enable one or the other 
decoder., Jumpe,r, Area's E and F determine· which specific 8K block of, 
memory- cor,res,ponds to', each decoder. The'decoders are enabled by the 
output: of: U18-·13, a'nd' U1 0-6., (They are enabled when their 0 input is a 
1.ogi.c· low! "0·"' •. ) Whi.ch decoder- is enabled by which line depends on the 
jumpering,; in~ Area. G.· Jumper Area, G can' be used to 'switch the memory 
blocks: thus~ ass;igned to. each' decoder. 

• 
J 
• 

Inversion of- the: on-board PROM and scratchpad mem9ry address wi thin 
block B. may be' accomplished by changing the jumper in Area J.- This 
jumper detennines whether or not the A 12 address IJrne is inverted by 
U1'1-4, before- be1.ng used by decoder U9. \ 

Selection of which' 1K segment of the memory space will be assigned to 
the' on-board RAM and which t~ee 1K segments will. be feturned for use by 
other boards is handled by U9 outpUts pins 1, 2, 3, 4, gate U10-12 and 
jumpers in Areas I and H., Any time an input to gate U10-12 goes low, 
this, board is, inhibited from putting data on the 01 bus by forcing the 
OI line drivers to the high impedence state. Therefore, the three 
outputs of U9 which are connected to the inputs to U10-12 cause output 

t '1·1" • 

from this board to be inhibited when one of the cor~esponding addresses 
I 

appear on the address bus. Likewise, whiche~er U9 output is tied to the 
CE input to the RAM will enable the on-board R~ when that address 
appears. 

• , 
~ 
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3.2 DATA INPOT/OU"l'PUT 

The DO lines from the S-100 bus contain data from the CPU to the memory. 
RAM is contained in two 2114 chips (U1 and U2). U1 contains the low 
four data bits in each location and U2 the high four bits. Thus DOO to 
003 are tied to the data pins of U1 and 004 to 007 tb the data pins of 
U2. These data bus lines are also tied in parallel to the eight data 
lines of each 1K byte PROM chip. 

Data outputs from the RAM and PROM are connected to the input of a 
tri-state line driver U16 or U17. This parallel bussing of outputs from 
the memory chips is possible since all data outputs on the chips are 
tri-state. 

3.3 CONTROL SIGNALS 

U15 buffers the data lines inputting to the board. This buffer is 
enabled so'. long as U5-10 is low, which is true if U4;-11 is high, which 
is true if either the on-board RAM is being written to or if PROM socket 
11 is being written to. This logic is accomplished as follows. U4-6 is 
the NAND of MWRITE and the inverted (active high '<jlt U5-4) chip select 
for PROM socket 11, so that U4-6 is low if both 'PROM socket 11 is 
selected and MWRITE is active. U20-6 is the N~D of MWRITE and the 
inverted RAM chip select (active high at U5-13) so that U20-6 is low if 
both RAM' is . selected and MWRITE is active. Since f4-11 is the NAND of 
U4-6 and 020-6, U4-11 will be high if either U4-6 or,U20-6 is low. 

, 
1 

Writing of data into the RAM is controlled by MWRIT~. Depending on the 
jumper in Area B, MWRITE can be t~en from the bus (If a front panel is 
used or if there is another source of MWRITE in the system), or it can 
be generated from sour and PWR on this board. To generate MWRITE on the 
board, when SOUT and PWR are both low, U18-10 is high. This signal is 
buffered at U14-9 and is available both to the bur and the board as 
MWRITE. MWRITE is NANDED wi~ the RAM chip select j <'~l:l:verted to active 
high at U5-13) , giving the RD/WR signal for RAM. Why is this necessary, 
since the signa1s ar~combined within the 2114? Itlis not necessary in 
order to generate RD/WR, but to enable the data bus input driver U15, as 
exlained above, we needed external active low sign,ls specifically for 
writing to RAM and to PROM. Rather than putting another inverter on the 
board, the same signal is used for RD/WR to RAM. i A low on RD/WR puts 
the chip in the write mode. Data on lines 000 to 007 will be written 

3-2 
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into the RAMs, assuming the board has been addressed and the RAM 
selected by the chip enable from Area I. 

When it is desired to read data from this board, the U19-6 must be low 
at the appropriate time, enabling the DI bus drivers U16 and U17. This 
is accomplished by generating the logic NAND function of numerous 
signals. When either block A or block B is selected, the output of 
U20-3 is high. which is used as one input to U19-6. 1 Another input to 
U19-6 is generated by' SMEMR which indicates that a mfirrory read is to be 
executed. SMEMR is inverted at U11-2, then gated through U18-1, before 
being connected to U19. To allow selective disabling of this board's 
data outputs for any of the three unused 1K memory blocks, the chosen 
chip select lines are connected to U10 pins 1, 2 and 13. So long as 
they are high (not active), then U10-12 is low. In combination with a 
low from' U11-2 (inverted SMEMR), a high appears on U18-1, which goes to 
U19-·1. Another input to U19-6 is from U18-4 which senses that both SOUT 
and SINP are low. The' last input to U19-6 is PDBIN. Wh~n this signal 
is high it indicates that the DI lines are in the input mode. 
Therefore, when all four inputs are high, indicating on board merrory can 
be read, U19-6 will go low, thus enabling the data output buffers U16 
and U17. 

The' power on/reset. jump feature'is initiated by the POC or PRESET input 
(jumper option in Area D).. Disabling of other system merrory boards 
during' the, power on/reset jump- i's accomp'li'shed -by the PHANTOM-output 
from' this: boa·rd, assuming the' other boards are so wired. The power 
on/reset- feature, is, provided by an~ RS. flip-flop in U20, with the roc or 
PRESET line· from' the bus connected to the set irtput (U20-9) of the 
flip-fop.- The· PHANTOM si.gnal. is generated by the U20-11 active low 

l 

output, and the' 020-8 active high output· is used to set U18-13 low, thus 
enabling U8' or U9, depending on the jumper in Area G,. Since the address 
on the bus will be' 0000, this causes the processor to execute the first 
instruction in the enabled 8K block. If this inst~tion is a jump to 
the- next' instruction' in the· S'ame' block, then when. that instruction is 
decoded causing a low· at U10-8 and. hence· at U20-13, ~he flip-flip will 
reset and cancel the PHANTOM signal. ; , 

~ 
The· PRDY signal. can be tied to the WAIT input by jumpering Area K. If 
so, the PRDY driver is enabled. whenever this board is addressed and the 
processor is not doing I/O (determined by U19 pins '9, 10, 12 and 13.) 
WAIT is low at this time, thus PRDY goes low, puttl the processor in a 
wa·it state. This makes WAIT go high, so that when e next clock cycle 
occurs, PRDY goes high again.. The result is a one ~l~ WAIT state each 
time the board is addressed. Note there is an error in this logic: a 
wait state will be generated·(·if jumpered in ·Area K)l so long as any part. 
of blocks A or B are addressed, INCLUDING the 3K whiFh are used by other 
boards. This other 3K may be a function sudh as video or disk 
controller, which should not have a wait state. i 
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3 .. 4 PROM PROGRAMKING 

PROM socket 11 is used to program an EPRCM. EPROMs are programmed as 
I 

follows: With the desired data on the data inputs tq the PROM and the 
desired low order address byte on the address lines to the PRCM, chip 
select must be raised to 12V (rather than the usual 0 for reading and 5 
for not-select.) Then after a delay of 10 micro-seconds, a 26V pulse on 
the chip's programming pin (pin 18) must occur for 400 micro-seconds. 
The CPU must be held in a wait state during this time, as well as an 
additional 1/2 micro-second. This will program one byte ONCE. Proper 
programming of 2708 EPROMs require that each byte be programmed 256 
times, with a delay after each time. This is handled in software, which 
should program all the locations on the PROM once, and then repeat the 
cycle· 256 times., Software does not have. to send any special signal for 
programming a PROM, . since hardware will interpret any memory write to 
the, PROM as' an intent to program it. unintential writing to the PROM 
will thus cause programming if the 26V supply is accidently left on. 

U3 contains- two one-shots which are used to generate the timing for the 
programming pulse.- Each', of· these one shots has different Rand C values 
connected to it, creating, different length pulses. A 10 micro-second 
active- low pulse- is generated at U3-4 and a 410 micro-second active high 
pulse is generated at U3-5. When these two are NANOED together at U4-3, 
the result is a 400 micro-second active low pulse following a 10 
micro-second delay, as desired. This pulse begins ~hen PSYNC (bus Ii ne 
76) and clock-'1 (bus line 25) are NANDED at U4-8 ':'nd put into U3-1 and 
03-9, and at the same time the PROM socket 11 chip select arrives at 
03-2 and U3--1 o. They will only fire if it is not a memory read cycle, 
because U11--2 keeps the one-shots reset (via reset *ins U3-3 and U3-11) 
if SMEMR is active. 

I 

The low-high transition of the 410 micro-seond puls~ at U3-5 generates 
an active low on XRDY (bus line 3) by inverting it ~t U6-2, in order to 
put the CPU in a wait state. This stays low for 1/2 micro-second after 
the pulse is over because of an RC delay tied to U612. 

I 
The 400 micro-second pulse is converted to activ~ open at 06-10 and 
U6-12. The program pulse of 26V is then ge~erated by a 2N3643 
transister, using a supply voltage from U7 and rela~ed circuitry. U7 is 
turned on by the sliding programming switch. ThiJ, switch must ONLY be 
on when programming a PROM, because erroneous writirJg to that PROM wi,ll 
otherwise alter it when not desired. .t, 

"1' ,~ 
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When the pulse is over and the wait line is released, the CPU is 
released to increment the address and program the next byte • 

. 3.5 POWER SUPPLIES ; . 
t: "'-:;:'r: 

. ' .. 
'~'~Power' for this board is obtained from the unregulated +8V and plus or 

, C' minus 18V supplies in the~ system.' 

Regulation of the, input voltage to the required -5V and +12V is obtained 
by the use of' four' three-terminal regulators. Dual regulators are used 
to insure ample supply' current. The +5V supply is regulated by one 
regulator. Bypass, filtering on a:l.l power lines is accomplished by 
multiple' electrolytic capacitors for each supply voltage. This 
filtering insures stable noise free operation of the board. Capacitors 
are also used' on each regulator input for high frequency bypassing and 
regulator stability. 

The' +26V programming supply is: produced fran the +12V regulated supply" 
by ~ TL497 switching voltage regulator in a low-power step-up 
configuration, using a 1 mHcoil. 

" j 
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